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1. PROJECT INTRODUCTION

The focus of this project
is the revitalization of a
community in Alachua
County, Florida. The
Alachua County Sheriff’s
Department divides
Alachua County into
patrol districts, each with
its own designated alpha
reference. The M zone,
also known as Mike Zone,
in 2009 had one of the
highest number of
reported crime incidences
in the county. These crimes
include domestic
disturbances, burglaries,
assaults, batteries
(domestic and sexual),
stolen vehicles, robberies
and homicides.
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Mike Zone Area of Focus  

Alachua County Sheriff’s 
Patrol Districts

Fields, 2010.

http://rescalc.com/jurisdiction.htm



Dr. Hardt, from the
University of Florida
College of Medicine,
through her analysis,
identified 32607 (Mike
Zone) as an area of
incredible need and
lacking in resources. The
most critical health
issues are the high
number of Medicaid
births, high rates of
unhealthy pre-pregnancy
body mass index and low
birth weight babies.
Other agencies have also
identify 32607 (Mike
Zone) as an important
area to focus on.
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Alachua County Zip Code Map

City of Gainesville, Florida 
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neighborhoods in need of resources     

General Overview 

Tower 
Oaks 

Hidden 
Oaks MHP

Linton 
Oaks

Majestic
Oaks

Holly 
Heights/
Gordon 
Manor

Harbor 
Cove

Pine 
Meadow

The area of concern is
considered the smallest
zone in unincorporated
Alachua County and is just
over one square mile,
located west of the City of
Gainesville, Florida and
Interstate 75.

the Alachua County
Sheriff’s Office has
identified these
neighborhoods as having
the greatest need for
resources.

Fields,  2010.
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The intent of this project is
to provide design
enhancements to Majestic
Oaks apartment homes, the
complex with the highest
number of sheriff calls for
service in Mike Zone. In
addition, provide ideas to
improve the experience and
connectivity of the entire
neighborhood. Finally,
provide conceptual
enhancement
recommendations for the
Resource Center and the
adjacent lot.
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project sites

Tower 
Oaks 

Hidden 
Oaks MHP

Linton 
Oaks

Holly 
Heights/
Gordon 
Manor

Harbor 
Cove

Pine 
Meadow

Areas of Focus 

Majestic
Oaks

SW 
Community
Resource 
Center

SW 61th 
street
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1. PROJECT INTRODUCTION

A week after submitting the proposal for this project this article appeared in the local paper.     
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Swirko, Cindy.  “High-Crime Corridor Attracting Attention.”  
The Gainesville Sun.  28 November 2010.

Full Page
Highlighted Section Enlarged
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“Taking a hands on approach to our community!”
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The South West Advocacy Group (SWAG)
is a group of concerned residents,
advocates and local agency providers
who has recognized a lack of resources
within Mike Zone.

SWAG concluded,
“…the combination of dense low-income
housing and a lack of resources likely
contribute to the crime present in Mike
Zone.”

SWAG has acquired a new Resource
Center site which is located in Mike Zone.

This center intends on addressing crime
and gang problems, limited housing
options, domestic violence and child
maltreatment issues, limited public
transportation problems, limited access
to resources and health and education
disparities.

“SWAG’s goal is to address the needs of the community by 
connecting individuals and families to 

services and resources through 
advocacy and support.” 

Fields, 2010



“Taking a hands on approach to our community!”
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INITIATIVES

Meetings
•Agencies & Service providers are invited
to give presentations & meet with
residents about their concerns
•provides a forum for discussing issues
•connects the community to resources
• discuss ways to create pride and
ownership in the community

Needs Assessment
•Administer door to door surveys
•Advocating for a community resource
center

University of Florida Mobile Outreach 
Clinic 

•In Mike Zone neighborhoods twice a week,
with Majestic Oaks being the clinic‘s most
utilized location in the county

In cooperation with the 
Alachua County sheriff’s office 

COPS Team
•Special Details
•Increasing Crime Watch Participation
•Community Events
•After School Programs

In cooperation with 
Alachua County Code Enforcement

•Holding Management & Landlords 
Accountable

Fields, 2010.



“Taking a hands on approach to our community!”
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On June 5, 2010 fifteen SWAG members canvassed Majestic Oaks and Linton Oaks 
door-to-door, the residents were asked, 

You moved to this neighborhood because…
Linton Oaks 
•Affordability
•Convenience
•Family Lives in the Area
•Better than Previous 
Neighborhood
•Other

Majestic Oaks 
•Affordability
•Availability
•Close to Job
•No Other Choice
•From the Area
•Independence
•Other

What is the best thing about your neighborhood?

Linton Oaks 
•Quiet
•Affordable
•Nothing
•Neighbors
•Convenience
•People
•Other

Majestic Oaks 
•Nothing
•Affordability
•Friendly People
•The Pool
•Quiet
•I Don’t Know
•A Roof Over My Head
•Other

Fields, 2010
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“Taking a hands on approach to our community!”
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what is the worst thing about your neighborhood?
Linton Oaks 
•Crime
•Not Clean
•Nothing for Kids to Do
•Drugs
•Noisy
•Violence
•Police Operations
•Traffic on SW 20th Avenue
•Other

Majestic Oaks
•Crime/Gangs/Not Safe
•Fighting/Arguing/Hatred
•Drugs
•Shootings/Gun Crimes
•People
•Nothing for kids to do
•The Drama
•Condition of 
Complex/Apartments
•Disrespect for the area
•Lack of transportation
•Other

Why would you want to move?

Linton Oaks 
•For a Better 
Neighborhood
•Want to Own a Home
•Other

Majestic Oaks
•Crime/Not a Good 
Environment
•For a better Neighborhood
•Other

Fields, 2010.
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SW Community Resource 
Center Site

If you could change anything about your 
neighborhood, what would you change?

Linton Oaks 
•Add more activities for 
children
•Create a Community Center
•Add Recreation
•Stop Crime
•Make It Cleaner
•Have More Law Enforcement
•Remove Drug Problem
•Other

Majestic Oaks 
•RTS Frequency & Bus 
Schedules
•Add more activities for 
Children
•Make it Safer
•Management
•Make it cleaner/Healthier
•Improve Complex/Apartment 
Maintenance
•Have More law Enforcement
•Everything
•Other



“Taking a hands on approach to our community!”
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A week after submitting the proposal for this project this article appeared in the local paper.     





3. Local context & Land Use
General Overview

Alachua County and City of Gainesville, Florida
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General Aerial
Alachua County and City of Gainesville, Florida

The Mike Zone
neighborhood is
situated west of
downtown
Gainesville, the
University of Florida
& Shands hospital.

To the north is
North Florida
hospital and Oaks
Mall, one of the
area’s largest
commercial retail
sites.

To the south are
Butler Plaza,
another one of the
area’s largest
commercial retail
sites, Tower Plaza,
a smaller commercial
site and Kanapaha
Park, Alachua
County’s public
recreational park.

Tower 
Plaza

Kanapaha
Park

MIKE 
ZONE

Oaks 
Mall

Butler
Plaza

University of 
Florida /Shands

Hospital

Downtown 
Gainesville

North  Florida
Hospital



Major & Minor Vehicular Roads 
Alachua County and City of Gainesville, Florida
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MIKE 
ZONE

Interstate 75
borders the Mike
Zone
neighborhood to
the east. The
only access to
this section of
Mike Zone is SW
20th Avenue/SW
24 Avenue.
Further south is
SW Archer Rd
and SW 75th
street /Tower
Road to the west
and finally,
Newberry Road
to the North.
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Natural Land Use – Wetland & Water
Alachua County and City of Gainesville, FL
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This map
shows the
location of a
major water
and wetland
area which
circles around
the area of
focus, from
the east to
the south.



Natural Land Use – Open Land
Alachua County and City of Gainesville, Florida
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The majority of
the site and west
of Interstate 75
is composed of
upland forest,
while agriculture
and open lands
are scattered,
south of the site.
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Urban Land Uses
Alachua County and City of Gainesville, Florida
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The maps are
indicating the areas
of high-residential
density are around
the Butler Plaza
and Mike Zone areas
for this section of
Alachua County and
City of Gainesville,
Florida. On the
outside of these
high density areas
are the medium-
residential areas
followed by few,
low-density areas.
The building density
map closely matches
the residential
density and creates
interesting
patterns.



Urban Land Uses
Alachua County and City of Gainesville, Florida
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These maps confirm
the commercial
lifeline of this area
are located at two
important nodes,
the Oaks Mall,
located at
Interstate 75 and
Newberry Rd and
Butler Plaza,
located at
Interstate 75 and
Archer, follow by
the downtown
Gainesville area.
The commercial
areas are related
to all major
arterials in and out
of this area.
The University of
Florida, as indicted
by yellow in the
other densities map,
is the major hub for
institutions in this
area, followed by
usable and
unusable parks and
some areas of
scattered
industrial areas.





Land Use Summary
Alachua County and City of Gainesville, Florida
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Public Transportation 
Alachua County and City of Gainesville, Florida
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The public transportation system provides a route, which
services the residents of Mike Zone. A complete route runs
from Butler Plaza pass Tower Plaza and Kanapaha Park,
into the Mike Zone area and finishes at Oaks Mall where
the bus turns around and returns following a slightly
different route.



Points of Interest, Facilities & Schools
Alachua County and City of Gainesville, Florida
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The majority of the critical facilities seem to be
located in the Downtown Gainesville & University of
Florida area, while the points of interest are spread
throughout, followed by public schools.

MIKE
ZONE
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Average Climate 
Alachua County and City of Gainesville, Florida

PrecipitationTemperature

The average
temperature highs
for the area occur
during the summer
months, while the
average lows are
usually during the
winter months. The
precipitation is also
related to the
temperature, while
the area seems to
experience more
rain during the
summer and less
rain during fall
and winter seasons.

Sun Path

http://www.weather.com

http://www.weather.com

http://www.ecowho.com



Average Prevailing Wind Direction
Alachua County and City of Gainesville, Florida
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The prevailing wind
for this area is
colder air entering
from the north
during the winter
months. During the
summer, fall and
spring the
prevailing wind
comes from an
easterly and
southern direction
and typically brings
warm, humid air
from the south.

MIKE
ZONE

Black. 1993
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Community Overview

Alachua County and City of Gainesville, Florida
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Community Aerial & Land Use 
Alachua County and City of Gainesville, Florida

TOWER 
PLAZA

MIKE 
ZONE

NORTH  FLORIDA
HOSPITAL

OAKS 
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Butler
Plaza

KANAPAHA 
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Community Vehicular Road Circulation 
Alachua County and City of Gainesville, Florida
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MIKE 
ZONE

Freeway/Expressway:
Interstate 75 is three
lanes in the north &
south direction,
travelling at high
rates of speed.

Arterial: SW
Archer Road is
two lanes in the
east & west
direction, with
access to
Interstate 75.

Arterial: SW 34TH
Street is three lanes
in the north & south
direction, between SW
Archer and Newberry
Road.

Collector: SW
24th/SW 20TH Avenue
is one lane in the
east & west direction,
there is no access to
Interstate 75.

Arterial: West
Newberry Road is
three to two
lanes in the east
& west direction,
with access to
Interstate 75.

Collector: SW
75th Street/
Tower Road is
one lane in the
north & south
direction.

Minor 
Collector

Minor 
Collector

Minor 
Collector
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Community Public Transportation
Alachua County and City of Gainesville, Florida
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New name is 
Hidden Oaks MHP 

A closer look at the public transportation,
bus route number 75, serves the Mike Zone
Community.



Community Parks & Recreation
Alachua County and City of Gainesville, Florida
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MIKE 
ZONE

Kanapaha Park is the
only public
recreational facility
in the area. It is
over two miles from
Majestic Oaks and is
accessible by public
transportation.

300 Swim & Tennis 
Club 

Westside Recreation 
Center

University Golf 
Course

The Gainesville Golf 
Practice Center

KANAPAHA PARK

Gainesville County 
Day School
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Neighborhood Overview

Alachua County and City of Gainesville, Florida
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Neighborhood Aerial, Land Use & Project Sites
Alachua County and City of Gainesville, Florida
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Neighborhood Parcels & Building Density
Alachua County and City of Gainesville, Florida
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Parcels Building Density
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A close up of the parcels and building densities in the neighborhood. 
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Neighborhood Natural Land Use
Alachua County and City of Gainesville, Florida

Rangeland & Upland Forest Wetland & Water
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The neighborhood has some patches of hardwood Conifer
and Pine Flatwoods, however the largest patches of
hardwood Conifers is across the street, which is also
the area’s wetland site.



Neighborhood Natural Land Use
Alachua County and City of Gainesville, Florida
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Soils Contours (Five Foot)
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According to the soils map, the areas of focus are composed of Tavares 
Sand.  It is considered moderately well drained, not primed for farmland 
and has a zero to five percent slope.  While the contours map indicates, 
there are no issues with elevations or steepness.  
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Project Sites Focus
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4. Analysis & Synthesis
Neighborhoods & Project Sites Review
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Project Sites Focus
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Majestic Oaks Apartment Homes
Existing Conditions

Demographics (August 2008)

•All of the units (172) are income based Section 8. 

“The Housing Choice Voucher Program (Section 8) is
the federal government’s major program for assisting
very low-income families, the elderly, and the disabled
to afford decent, safe, and sanitary housing in the
private market.”

http://portal.hud.gov

•Of the 414 residents, there are 287 Females &
127 males, of those there are 220 children.

•Almost 53% of the residents are under the age of
18

•Approximately 75% of the residents are 25 years
of age or younger.

June 2008, the Alachua County Sheriff’s Office
conducted a door-to-door questionnaire and the
top five issues identified by the residents are:

•Drugs
•Trash and littering
•Loitering and Loud Music
•A lack of communal places for children and 
families 
•Housing quality

ASCO. 2010.
Google Earth,2011



Majestic Oaks Apartment Homes
Existing Conditions
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Majestic
Oaks

Located at 5800 SW 20th Avenue,
Majestic Oaks Apartment Homes is
situated on just over twelve acres.
There are fifteen structures, with
one being a dedicated office. The
other fourteen buildings are two and
three stories with eight to twelve
units per building. There is a
playground and a pool and the rest
of the property is for vehicular
parking.

During my site visit, I was asked by
the manager to leave the property
because they were not interested in
having a Crime Prevention evaluation,
therefore I was only able to inspect
the west and north parts of the
property.

Pool

Office

w
a
l
k
w
a
y

Parking

Parking

Play
ground

Entrance 
&

Exit

Google Earth,2011
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Majestic Oaks Apartment Homes
Existing Conditions

Playground

North Parking Lot

Residential Structures



Majestic Oaks Apartment Homes
Existing Conditions
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Majestic
Oaks

Pool

Office

w
a
l
k
w
a
y

Parking

Parking

Play
ground

Entrance 
&

Exit

Observations
•No pedestrian designated entrance or
exit
•The property is completely bordered in
on the west by Woodland Villas, on the
north by Linton Oaks and on the east
by Interstate 75.
•There is heavy tree canopy, throughout
site, especially along the property line
and between the structures.
•Of the 14 livable structures, only
four structures have windows that face
the parking lot, for views see blue
arrows.
•The main entrance to all the
structures are connected to the
parking lot (see red dots)
•The Building facades are unattractive
and lacking in architectural character.
•There is barely any playground area.
•Children are playing in the parking lot.
•The Parking lot is mostly empty.

View from window

Entrance & Exit 
to  structure 
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Majestic Oaks Apartment Homes to SW 61th Street
Existing Conditions

Observation
There is no safe
designated pedestrian
walkway from Majestic
Oaks to SW 61th street,
where the bus stop is
located.

North on SW61th East on SW20th Majestic Oaks 
Vehicular Entrance

West on SW20th East on SW20th East on SW20th

Bus 
Stop

Majestic Oaks 
Pedestrian Entrance



SW 61th Street 
Existing Conditions
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Over a half mile in length,
SW61th Street is perpendicular
to SW20th Street and ends at
Hidden Oaks MHP. There are
two lanes, one in each direction
and there are no designated
pedestrian sidewalks or bicycle
lanes.

Northwest 

Northwest 

East 

East

North

North

SW Community Resource 
Center Site
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SW 61th Corridor
Existing Conditions

Observations
•Of the sixteen
properties on the west
side of the street,
only three have an
entrance on &
oriented towards SW
61th Street
•The majority of the
residential structures
are not oriented
towards SW 61Street.
•The majority of the
properties have some
sort of fencing
surrounding the
property.

SW Community Resource 
Center Site



SW 61th Street 
Existing Conditions
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Observations
•Of the thirteen
properties, on the
east side of the
street, only four
have an entrance
on & oriented
towards SW61th
Street.
•The majority of
the residential
structures are not
oriented towards
SW 61Street.
•The majority of
the properties
have some sort of
fencing
surrounding the
property.

SW Community Resource 
Center Site



4. Analysis & Synthesis
SW 61th Street 

Existing Conditions
Observations
•The neighborhood
stormwater drainage
appears to drain to
the north and south
as indicated by the
arrows.
•In some areas, the
drainage is close to
the vehicular road.
•In some areas, heavy
maintenance and
repair are required.

54

SW Community Resource 
Center Site
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SW 61th Street 
Existing Conditions
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The only access to these
neighborhoods is along SW
61th street, which dead
ends at the Hidden Oaks
MHP.

Majestic 
Oaks 

Hidden 
Oaks MHP

SW Community 
Resource Center 

SW 20th Avenue

Map CD Collection, 2010
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Hidden Oaks MHP
Existing Conditions

Linton Oaks

Majestic Oaks

Holly Heights /
Gordon Manor Harbor Cove

Pine Meadow

SW Community
Resource Center

Hidden Oaks 
MHP

Tower Oaks 
& 

Tower Oaks Glen 

Observations:
•Hidden Oaks MHP
divides this entire
neighborhood.
•Pine Meadow, Harbor
Cove and Hidden
Oaks have only one-
way in and out on W.
University.
•Holly Heights only
has one-way in and
out on SW 8th
Street.

SW 61th Street

SW 8th

St.

W. University 

Ave.
M
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Hidden Oaks MHP

Linton Oaks

Majestic Oaks

Holly Heights /
Gordon Manor

Harbor Cove

Pine Meadow

SW Community
Resource 
Center

Tower Oaks
& 

Tower Oaks Glen 

The following
diagram is intended
to demonstrate the
potential pedestrian
and vehicular route
if the destination
was the SW
Community Resource
Center.
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Hidden Oaks MHP
Existing conditions

During a tour with
Dr. Richard
Schneider, Fall
2010 CPTED class, I
was part of a group
which inspected the
center of Hidden
Oaks MHP. The
current manager,
who was interviewed,
suggested and/or
implied the major
issue with Hidden
Oaks MHP was
trespassing. This
issue has caused a
significant amount of
costly damage to the
perimeter fence.
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Scanned hand out
distributed to Dr.
Schneider’s CPTED fall
2010 class.

enhancement of
handout, highlighted
is toured area.
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The above red arrow is a
best guess of where the
road may have been
before the closures
where implemented.
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Handout, 2010.
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Hidden Oaks MHP and SW 8th Street
Existing Conditions

The north side of
SW 8th street has
the only existing
sidewalk in the
neighborhood,
which connects to
SW 75th Street.
There is no
designated access
to SW 8th street
for the residents of
Hidden Oaks MHP.
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Hidden Oaks MHP also effects
the public transportation route,
causing the buses to double
back over already travelled
areas, resulting in longer waits.
Interesting, the bus does not
stop at Hidden Oaks MHP on the
southbound route and they are
using the residential streets to
turnaround on SW 8th and SW
61th street. In addition, the
hours of operation, end no
later than 7:30pm Monday thru
Friday, on Saturday it is a
ninety-minute wait and the
service ends no later than
6:00pm and on Sunday, there is
no service.
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Public Transportation 
Existing Conditions 

The New name is 
Hidden Oaks MHP

Existing 
Northbound 
Route

Existing
Southbound
Route

The existing route
does not service
Hidden Oaks MHP
on the
Southbound route
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SW Community Resource Center
Existing Conditions 

Situated on a corner lot, off SW 61th
street, the site is surrounded by
multifamily apartments. Hidden Oaks MHP
is located west, while a children’s daycare
center is directly across the street. This
block acts as one of the public
transportation turnaround, as indicated by
the bashed red lines. The neighborhood’s
mailbox is located in front of the site.
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Hidden Oaks 
MHP

Children’s Palace
Learning Academy
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Slightly over a quarter acre and formerly a
four unit residential apartment, the site has
parking accommodations directly in front of
the units and there are several large Pine
trees surrounding the structure.

Rear View

Rear View

Facing East

Facing Southeast
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SW Community Resource Center/Adjacent Site
Existing Conditions 

The adjacent
site is also
slightly over a
quarter acre
and is
completely
covered in a
variety of
large trees
and vegetation.

From center of site facing east

Center of site 

Front view facing south Directly in front facing east 

Front view 
facing north 
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Hunts Point Riverside Park - Bronx, NY
Case Study 

One day, while out jogging in 2000, Majora Carter’s dog Xena dragged her
into an illegal garbage dumping area that led to the Bronx River. 

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Hunts_Point_Riverside_Park

Inspired, she wrote a $10K seed grant to fund what would become 
the Hunts Point Riverside Park.

http://www.majoracartergroup.com/services/case-histories/hunts-point-riverside-park/

“With one of the highest rates of diabetes and asthma in New York City coupled 
with one of the lowest ratios of parks to people, Hunts Point’s was in desperate 

need of parkland and open spaces.”



Hunts Point Riverside Park – Bronx, NY
Case Study 
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What is Hunts Point Riverside Park?
•A park built in a degraded industrial section of a
residential neighborhood in the Bronx.

•The Park provides a natural retreat, passive recreation
and access to the Bronx River.

•A place for community gatherings and youth programs.

•The first public recreational access to the Hunts Point
section of the Bronx River in over 60 years…

•The first stage of development of the Bronx River
Greenway (BRGW), connecting communities to each other
and the water way. The BRGW will eventually provide
bike connections to Manhattan, other boroughs,
Westchester County and the entire East Coast
Greenway system. Hunts Point Riverside Park inspired
the South Bronx Greenway, which will connect paths
and facilities along the BRGW to streets and
neighborhoods in the South Bronx.

“2009 Rudy Brunder Award: Silver Medal Winner.”
http://www.brunerfoundation.org
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“The Hunts Point Re-Envisioning Project”
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Graffiti Hall of Fame – NY, NY.  A.k.a. El Barrio (Spanish Harlem),NY
Case Study  

Fewer than half of New York City’s public
elementary schools have usable playground for
the 628,000 students they serve. Many schools
have little more than barren asphalt lots for
play areas. Currently, more than 90 percent of
NYC neighborhoods fail to meet commonly
accepted standard of 2.5 acres of parkland per
1,000 residents. The need for playgrounds and
parks is most acute in low-income, high density
neighborhoods where children have few
recreational alternatives. The Trust for Public
Land’s (TPL) Parks for People program was
created to address this problem in order to
ensure that everyone – in particular, every child
– has access to a park, playground or natural
area close to their homes.

Credit Suisse partnered with The Trust for
Public Land (TPL) for the 2007 Holiday Charity
Initiative, to bring much – needed community
playgrounds to underserved areas of New York
City. The Trust for public Land is working to
provide safe places to play within a ten-minute
walk of every child in New York City by
transforming vacant lots into vibrant
playgrounds and community parks. The effort is
in partnership with the City of New York as part
of Mayor Bloomberg’s PlaNYC 2030.

“A Place to Play for New York Kids.” 
https://responsibility.creditsuisse.com/app/article/index.cfm

Aerial of graffiti Hall of Fame
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Graffiti Hall of Fame – NY, NY. a.k.a. El Barrio (Spanish Harlem), NY
Case Study 
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The Graffiti Hall of Fame was founded by NY community
activist Ray Rodriguez (aka "Sting Ray") in circa 1980. Sting
Ray launched the Graffiti Hall of Fame to provide street
artists with a positive medium to display their skills.

The Graffiti Hall of Fame is located at 106th Street and
Park Avenue (Jackie Robinson Educational Complex) in "El
Barrio" Spanish Harlem, New York City. At one time or
another, the walls here have been the canvas of some of
the greatest hip-hop graffiti artists of all time

http://www.brownpride.com/articles/article.asp?a=423
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My mother and father were raised in this neighborhood when they
were children. My Grandmother “Abuela,” (I love and miss you,
very much) lived across the street. Therefore, as a child, I spent
some time in this park and this was the typical NYC Park, in those
days. In fact, my father and aunt still live within a few blocks of
this park, and when I was home in 2008, was I given a surprise of my
life…
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Graffiti Hall of Fame – NY, NY. a.k.a. El Barrio (Spanish Harlem), NY
Case Study 

This is what it looks like, now.



Graffiti Hall of Fame – NY, NY. a.k.a. El Barrio (Spanish Harlem), NY
Case Study 
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Oscar Newman’s Defensible Space 
Research 

The backbone for all the conceptual
enhancements in this project and the
essence of defensible space as defined by
Oscar Newman is…

“… a term used to describe a
residential environment whose
physical characteristics – building
layout and site plan – function to
allow inhabitants themselves to
become the key agents in ensuring
their own security.” Pg 4

Newman, Oscar. Design Guidelines for
Creating Defensible Space. National
Institute of Law Enforcement & Criminal
Justice, Wash. DC. 1976.

http://www.amazon.com
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Oscar Newman’s Defensible Space 
Research  
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Pg 6. …design mechanisms, acting both separately and in combination,
contribute to the creation of defensible environments.

• The assignment to different resident groups the specific environments they are
best able to utilize and control, as determined by their ages, life-styles,
socializing proclivities, backgrounds, incomes & family structures.

•The territorial definition of space in residential developments to reflect the
zones of influence of specific inhabitants. Residential environments should be
subdivided into zones toward which adjacent residents can easily adopt
proprietary attitudes.

•The juxtaposition of dwelling interiors with exterior spaces and the placement
of windows to allow residents to naturally survey the exterior and interior
public areas of their living environments and the areas assigned for their use.

•The juxtaposition of dwelling – their entries and amenities – with city streets so
as to incorporate the streets within the sphere of influence of the residential
environment.

•The adoption of building forms and idioms that avoid the stigma of peculiarity
that allows others to perceive the vulnerability and isolation of a particular
group of inhabitants.

Newman, Oscar. Design Guidelines for Creating Defensible Space.
National Institute of Law Enforcement & Criminal Justice, Wash. DC. 1976



Goals & Objectives 

Provide conceptual design enhancements to Majestic Oaks Apartments
• Create a safer & healthier outdoor living environment
• Improve the quality of life & sense of place
• Incorporate defensible space theories

Improve conceptually the walkability & connectivity of the community 
• Seek opportunities to connect and open vehicular/pedestrian connections
• Improve the quality of life for the entire community
• study the public transportation routes
• Incorporate defensible space theories

Provide conceptual enhancements to the resource center/Adjacent lot 
• Incorporate the client’s requests
• Create a special and unique neighborhood destination place
• Incorporate defensible space theories  

4. Analysis & Synthesis
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5. What If…
Majestic Oaks Apartment Homes

Proposed Conceptual Enhancements
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Majestic Oaks Apartment Homes
Proposed Conceptual Enhancements 

Play
ground

Entrance 
&

Exit

Pool

Office

S
id

e
w
a
l
k

Parking

Parking

Majestic
Oaks

Current View

Main Entrance & Exit 
to each structure 

…there was a
way to
increase the
surveillance
of the site
and create a
more
attractive
building
façade using
architectural
elements?



Majestic Oaks Apartment Homes
Proposed Conceptual Enhancements 
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By installing windows in all the
front units, it would increase the
surveillance onto the site and
increase the amount of sunlight
into the tenant’s apartments.

By adding architectural features
to the facade of the structure, it
would create a sense of place,
entry & change the existing image.

By making the building identifiers
more visible and designate
different exterior colors to each
building, it would create a sense of
uniqueness for each of the
structures.

By planting small Florida Native
shrubs, with a max growth of 2-3’,
not to exceed 2’ from bottom of
window frame, it would further
enhance the feeling of arrival.
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Majestic Oaks Apartment Homes
Proposed Conceptual Enhancements 

Pool

Office

S
id

e
w
a
l
k

Parking

Parking

Play
ground

Entrance 
&

Exit

…with more surveillance into the parking
lots, the focus is turned to the parking
lots. With over 410 spaces, including
handicap spaces, if each of the 172 units
had two cars it would only account for
344 spaces. More importantly, the
majority of the structures surround each
parking lot, therefore making it the most
visible areas on the entire site.



Majestic Oaks Apartment Homes
Proposed Conceptual Enhancements 
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Four Sided Table 
with Grille Benches

Transparent Fencing:
By installing this type of
fencing, around the
perimeter of the
playground, surveillance
is maintained in every
direction and it creates a
safe boundary between
spaces.
.

Play Area:
Create a playground, with two
separate areas for the
equipment, addressing the
needs of two age groups with
the remaining surface space to
be left open for safe creative
imagination play.

So, why not transform these spaces into useable areas…

Age 
Group 

5+

Age 
Group 
5-12

Entrance/Exit

The four-sided tables and benches are intended to
create areas for adult activities, such as grilling or
socializing with the neighbors, while maintaining
surveillance into the playground and surrounding
areas. Finally, by choosing to design the areas in
identical fashion was an attempt at eliminating
competition between the tenants about who has the
better playground.

South Parking Lot 

North Parking Lot 
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Majestic Oaks Apartment Homes
Proposed Conceptual Enhancements 

Play
ground

Entrance 
&

Exit

Pool

Office

S
id

e
w
a
l
k

Parking

Parking

…the existing playground, which is
located at the southwest section of the
site, was converted to a recreational
park? This part of the property is the
first and last amenity a person sees
when they are coming and going from
Majestic Oaks. Just north of the
playground is one of the buildings with
the windows that face directly into the
playground. Unfortunately, this area
is completely out of visible range from
most of the units in the northern part
of the property. Before I was asked to
leave, I could not help but notice how
creative the residents were by hanging
a basketball hoop from the second
story balcony.



Majestic Oaks Apartment Homes
Proposed Conceptual Enhancements 
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Majestic Oaks’s new
recreational park has four-
sided tables, just outside of
the courts, intended to be
used by young adults
socializing and watching
activities in the play area. It
is important to keep this area
within visible range of the
buildings to maintain
surveillance.

The basketball courts were
split into half courts to
eliminate a group from
monopolizing the entire
court. Although the play
area was shorten, all the
lines inside the three-point
area are to regulation.

Regulation

The football field is
certainly not to regulation.
However, the intent was to
provide an open space where
individual creativity can
take over with a sport field
most people are familiar
with.

Existing Chain
linked Fence

Entrance/Exit

New 
Chain 
linked 
Fence
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Majestic Oaks Apartment Homes
Proposed Conceptual Enhancements 

…the existing walkway
was extended pass the
new recreational park, in
an effort to generate
additional activity,
surveillance and a safe
connection to SW 20th
Avenue? It would
provide the residents,
who do not own vehicles
a safe way to move from
the privacy of their
apartments to the public
sidewalks with ease.



5. What If…
SW61th Street Corridor  

Proposed Conceptual Enhancements 
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SW61th Street Corridor  
Proposed Conceptual Enhancements 

Characteristics of good sidewalks include:
•They are continuous—there are no gaps in
the sidewalk network.

•They are installed on both sides of a street;
while a sidewalk on one side of the street is
certainly better than no sidewalk at all, this
does not mean that a sidewalk should not
exist on both sides of the street.

•They are separated from moving traffic. A
planting strip is a common buffer, and if wide
enough can include street trees. Parked
cars or on-street bike lanes also provide
separation of pedestrians from traffic.

•They are wide enough to comfortably
accommodate at least two adults walking side
by side, and are clear of obstructions both
horizontally and vertically; this includes
overgrowth, parked vehicles, and garbage or
recycle containers.

•They are well maintained and free of cracks
or lifted sections that could become tripping

•hazards and barriers to people in
wheelchairs.

Sidewalks are important for a multitude of reasons
•Sidewalks provide a safe and level walkway, especially
during wet weather and for people using wheelchairs,
the elderly, or people pushing a cart or stroller. For
these people, it is particularly important that sidewalks
have well-designed curb ramps and level driveway
crossings.

•Sidewalks provide safe places for children to walk,
run, skate, ride their bikes, and play.

•Sidewalks significantly reduce pedestrian collisions
with motor vehicles: For instance, one study found that
in residential and mixed residential areas, pedestrian
crashes were more than two times as likely to occur at
locations without sidewalks than would be expected on
the basis of exposure.

•Sidewalks improve the ability for people to get around
by providing ways for them to get wherever they need to
go: work, parks, schools, shopping areas, transit stops,
and home.

•Sidewalks enhance the appearance of individual
properties, neighborhoods, and the entire community.

• Sidewalks help protect property frontage from damage
due to erosion and parking.

•Sidewalks provide separation between motor vehicles
and pedestrians.

“There are no Sidewalks; Existing Sidewalks are Blocked or in Poor Repair.” 
Walkinginfo.org



SW61th Street Corridor  
Proposed Conceptual Enhancements 
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Majestic Oaks to SW61th Street Corridor  
Proposed Conceptual Enhancements 

Existing Conditions

Sidewalk Enhancement
86
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SW61th Street Corridor  
Proposed Conceptual Enhancements 

Existing Conditions

Sidewalk Enhancement
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SW61th Street Corridor
Proposed Conceptual Enhancements 

Existing Conditions

Sidewalk Enhancement88



5. What If…
Hidden Oaks MHP  

Proposed Conceptual Enhancements 
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Hidden Oaks MHP  
Proposed Conceptual Enhancements 

… Hidden Oaks MHP
was split into two
smaller properties,
creating a North and
South. In an effort
to make managing the
properties more
efficient and
increasing the
accessibility and
mobility of the
residents and the
entire neighborhood.
The proposed
sidewalk would
connect into the
existing sidewalk on
SW 8th and the new
road would connect
to the existing roads
already present at
Hidden Oaks MHP.

Existing Sidewalk

Proposed Sidewalk

Sidewalk

Existing 
Sidewalk 
On SW 8th

Connection to Hidden Oaks existing roads

One Lane in each direction, controlled by a stop Sign and  
an island of oaks down the center  
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Hidden Oaks MHP  
Proposed Conceptual Enhancements 

Partial Section of Hidden Oaks MHP (Intersection)

Pedestrian Only Entrance & Exit

Existing Condition

The transparent fence is to be installed the entire span of the new streetscape
allowing for surveillance inside the property and on the sidewalk. In addition,
the lighting is intended to be built into the fencing and illuminate both the
sidewalk and inside the property with the ultimate goal to create a boundary
between the public and private property areas.
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Public Transportation   
Proposed Conceptual Enhancements 

Existing 
Northbound 
Route

Existing
Southbound
Route

… by slitting Hidden
Oaks MHP, the bus
route could now be re-
routed eliminating the
backtracking,
increasing efficiency,
reducing maintenance
and providing better
service. In addition,
extending the hours of
operation, to include
Saturday and Sunday
to reflex the hours of
operation at Oaks Mall
and Butler Plaza, it
will allow the
residents of this
community to seek
work and additional
hours at work without
wondering how they
were going to get to
work or return home.
Finally, in addition to
extending the hours,
the Saturday and
Sunday route should
include a stop in the
Kanapaha Park parking
lot, in an effort to
provide direct access
to the public park.

The existing route
does not service
Hidden Oaks MHP
on the
Southbound route

Kanapaha Park Parking Lot.



5. What If…
SW Community Resource Center  

Proposed Conceptual Enhancements 
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Parking relocated to connect to SW 
61th street and intended to attract 

attention from people  on the 
sidewalk/bike lane and street  

Building

Maintain the building frontage as
open space, for events involving the
community.

Play Area

Public Sidewalk/Bike Lane

Extend the pathway around the 
structure as an extension of the 
public sidewalk.

The play area is situated to utilize the maximum amount of surveillance, from the office personnel and from people in
the neighborhood. Two separate areas and play equipments should be used for the different age groups intended.
The water feature, center, can be turned off and the area can be used for open space play or for a audience during
a performance on the stage. The play equipment needs to be an open play system, no blind spots or places for
children to hide, see next page for examples.

SW Community Resource Center  
Proposed Conceptual Enhancements 

the center of the parking area should
be of a different material, symbolic of
a path from the street to the building.

Existing Neighborhood Mailbox, 
not to be removed.

Outdoor Open Space,
meant to be a versatile space
To be used as necessary.

Transparent 
Fencing, intended 
to maintain 
surveillance of the 
street and from the 
street into the site 

Privacy Fencing, along 
east and  half way on 
the west property lines.  
Meant to be a boundary 
between the center and 
the neighbors. 

Outdoor Open Space/Stage 
although could be used for any 
activity that requires a stage.  

preliminary building concepts
puts the office in the southwest
corner with a view of the
playground and front of the
site. The only access to the
playground is through the
center.

A picket fence installed along the
west/front property line is to
create a boundary between the
public street and the play
area/center.
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The sponsor’s fence, in an effort to recognize all of the
organizations who will make this center possible,
acknowledged them by mounting their logos to the outside of
the picket fence.

Garden Beds

Bike Rack

Benches

Rear Perspective

www.grannasmarina.se

uniquehomesandgardens.com

Mountainviewwelding.com. 
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Movable 
Tables & Chairs

The rules
are not
only for
the
playground,
but meant
to be a
reminder of
basic life
skills.

Splash Pad

The purpose of the
information board is to
advertise to the
community what services
are offered without
people having to enter
the center.

The board is
mounted to the
North wall to
attract people’s
attention.

SWAG logo 
painted over 
old parking area  
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Mike Zone Master Plan    
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The SW Community Resource Center’s Grand Opening is scheduled for the Fall 2011.
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Mike Zone Master Plan 
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…Hidden Oaks MHP offers their property to the neighborhood and initiates 
a new corridor connection between SW 8th & SW 61th street.  
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Mike Zone Master Plan 
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…a sidewalk and bike lane are installed from SW 20th/SW 24th, pass the SW Community Resource Center  to 
the Hidden Oaks new corridor, connecting to the existing sidewalk on the North side of SW8th and on the 

South side of the street, extending the sidewalk to SW 75th street/Tower Rd.
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Mike Zone Master Plan 
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…starting with the complex with the most calls for service, Majestic Oaks, construction has begun on the
architecture, parking lot and old play area in an effort to improve the sense of place and quality of life
for their tenants. Followed by the Holly Heights, Harbor Cove, Linton, Tower…



In the End…

…there are similar communities to Mike Zone in
every city, county and state in this country.

Therefore, the next time you are driving in your
car and you are passing by an unfamiliar
neighborhood. Ask yourself, am I driving pass a
Mike Zone neighborhood. Are there children in
this complex playing in the middle of the parking
lot because they do not have a designated safe
place to play? Do the mothers pushing
strollers have a safe and designated place to
walk on? On the other hand, do the people of
this neighborhood have access to public
transportation but more importantly access to
the city and county resources?

Finally, ask yourself, what are you doing to
better the lives of your neighbors?

Thank You. 



“I BELIEVE THAT YOU SHOULDN’T 
HAVE TO LEAVE YOUR NEIGHBORHOOD 

TO LIVE IN A BETTER ONE.”

-Majora’s Vision

http://www.majoracartergroup.com

Majora carter – Hunts Point Riverside Park – Bronx, NY 
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